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Safe, temporary tattoos depict 10 dangerous reptiles from around the world! The real-life version of

each of these fearsome snakes might be intimidating, but the tattoos will look sensational slithering

along your skin! Glow-in-the-dark serpents include a Death Adder, Sahara Sand Viper, Sharp-nosed

Pit Viper, Tiger Rattlesnake, Cottonmouth, Boa Constrictor, Cobra, Cantil, Yellow-blotched Pit Viper,

and Black-tailed Rattlesnake.Â 
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The little boys thought these were pretty cool... they also stayed on very nicely !! matter a fact I put

one of these on and lasted the day and had to scrub it off the next morning... came off good with

baby oil !

great little tattoos that do actually glow in the dark after being exposed to light, but I wish there were

more than 4 in the pack or that it was more clearly explained in the description.

These were super cheap so I can't really complain, I bought them for my Halloween costume.Only

about half of them did not get ruined before I even tried to put them on my skin. I had to throw away

the other half because they started to fall apart.



several great snake tattoos priced very inexpensively. I love the Dover tattoos. they are great for

professional tattoo events (which I host) as their prices allow me to buy a wide variety of selections

for a small price (around $1.25 per booklet).

snakes are life-like and adhere easily, lasting a reasonable length of time (couple of days)....the

"glow-in-the-dark" feature needs improvement; it only lasts a couple of minutes at best...we

expected a lot more length (5 minutes at least)

Some glow better than others (edge around snake glows like halo not snake itself). Got to

accompany a kids punching bag and gloves set so my 4 year old nephew can look like a real tough

boxer.

Pretty good. Nice images, didn't go on as well as others, and didn't really glow in the dark. They did

stay on forever, which can be good or bad depending on what you are looking for.

Kids love these things. By the end of the day after my 4/yo grandson's BD, the entire family had

tatoo he could apply himself.Great cheap fun.
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